
First thought

The quest ion I choose is”How do the features of the island shape the boys’s 

behavior?” The reason why I choose this quest ion is, in this book there are a lot  of boys 

in it . Each boy they have the difference kind of behavior. The author put  so many 

evidence that  shows these boys’s behavior. Everyone have their own type behavior. The 

difference kind of ident it ies shows the different  behavior. The different  behavior will 

make so many conflict  between them. I think everyone’s different  behavior is the 

important  clue that  promote the story-line.

  The chunks I will mainly focus is the part  of describe the boys. It  is very details, and it  

is in everywhere from the book. The whole book are focus on these boys. I will look 

more careful on the sentence that  talked by each boys, and all the word that  author t ry 

to use to describe them. All clue they are scat ter around in the sentence of the book. 

The people’s behavior can be find in anyway. In the island, there are so many element  

that  can effect  the boy’s opinion. For example, some boys they go to hunt  the pig, but  

some boys they did’t . This important  incident  in this book shows the boys’s different  

behavior. The different  behavior will let  the kids make the different  decision, and these 

decision will effect  the different  ending. I can probably see the summary to solidify the 

evidence I give is right  or wrong. Behavior always effect  somethings, whether is big or 

lit t le.

  In my book report , I will focus on the words behavior. There are so many features of 

the behavior, and I will analyze them, and tell you that  different  people’s have the 

different  behavior, and then I will tell you the reason. I will find some incident , and 

analyze why does different  people do not  agree with it , and what  did they do in that  

incident . There are so many incident  in Lord of the flies, but  I will choose the important  

one, that  one is the clue of  the whole book.
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